CASE STUDY: Affordable Simulated Participant Programs

Avkin

The Avkin Team is committed to partnering with Simulationists to identify and develop products and services that reduce the complexity of simulation based education while simultaneously improving the fidelity. By injecting humanity into simulation education, today’s learners can focus on both the art and science essential for all healthcare professionals.

Exemplars of Affordable Simulated Participant Programs

**Interprofessional Course**—Provide college credit for course co-taught with Theater Faculty.

**Mentorship and Recruitment**—Undergraduate nursing role-play for graduate experiences.

**Federal Work Study Program**—Hire students eligible for work study from a variety of majors

**Volunteers Give Back**—Approach local Lions/Rotary club, actors alliance, hospital volunteers.

**A flair for the Dramatic?**—Recruit non-nursing faculty or staff for simulations

Simulated Participant Workshops

Avkin would like to collaborate with you on a workshop that highlights the mission of your simulation program and lays out a plan for attendees to start or build an affordable simulated participant program that integrates the new ASPE standards of best practice.

For more information or to make an inquiry please contact: customerservice@avkin.com
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*Thank you to Crystal Farina, George Washington University and Martha Hepler, UNC Wilmington for working with me on this project for our national League for Nurses Simulation Leadership Project.*